Where the solution calls for a reiterative procedure, I use sum 1 , sum 2 , etc. to indicate the values used in the iteration. The reiteration stops when the "output" sum equals the "input" sum. Here this happens in at most 2 steps. One (sum + diff)/2 = large; (sum -diff)/2=small Example sum = 8, diff = 2 Two sum^2 -4*prod = dif^2 Example sum = 8, prod = 15 Three sum^2 -2-sum = 2*prod 2-sum -2*prod = diff^2 Example sum = 8, 2-sum = 34 Sixteen (2-sum + 2-diff)/2 = large^2; (2-sum -2-diff)/2=small^2 Example 2-sum = 34, 2-diff = 16 Seventeen Sum 1 := (2*2-sum)^(1/2) == sum (4*3-sum -sum^3) / 3 / sum = diff^2 (2*2-sum -diff^2)^(1/2) = sum Example 2-sum = 34, 3-sum = 152 sum 1 = (2*34)^(1/2) == 8 diff = ((4*152 -8^3) / 3 / 8)^(1/2) = 2 sum 2 = (2*34 -4)^(1/2) = 8 Eighteen diff 1 := (4*3-diff / 3) / (2*2-sum) (2*2-sum -diff^2)^(1/2) = sum (4*3-diff -diff^3) / 3 / (2*2-sum -diff^2) = diff Example 2-sum = 34, 3-diff = 98 diff 1 = (4*98 / 3) / (2*34) == 131/68 == 2 diff 2 = ((4*98 -2^3) / 3) / (2*34 -2^2) = 128/64 = 2 Nineteen (2*2-sum -diff^2)^(1/2) = sum (4*3-sum -3*diff^2*sum)^(1/3) = sum sum 1 := (4*3-sum -3*2-diff)^(1/3) diff 1 := 2-diff/sum Example 2-diff = 16, 3-sum = 152 sum 1 = (4*152 -3*16)^(1/3) == 8 diff 1 = 16 / 8 = 2 sum 2 = (4*152 -3*2^2*8)^(1/3) = 8 diff 2 = 16 / 8 = 2 Twenty diff 1 := 2-diff^2 / (4*3-diff / 3) 2-diff^2 / ((4*3-diff -diff^3) / 3) = diff 2-diff / diff = sum Example 2-diff = 16, 3-diff = 98 diff 1 = (16^2) / (4*98 / 3) == 256/131 == 2 diff 2 = (16^2) / ((4*98 -2^3) / 3) = 256/128 = 2 Twenty one (3-sum + 3-diff)/2 = large^3; (3-sum -3-diff)/2=small^3 Example 3-sum = 152, 3-diff = 98
